dust of the ancient winding road: an old Italian road, along the stream.
How old! How thoroughly a Roman road!
Together again tired out, sitting on benches in the galleries of Europe,
saturated with plastic beauty, beauty in buildings, beautv in sculpture,
beauty in paintings, until no Chiesa however rare and no further beckon-
ing work of human hands could waylay us any more.
Faithful comrade!
A dream? In realization ended? No. Woven, a golden thread in the
human pattern of the precious fabric that is life: her life built into the
house of houses. So far as may be known—forever!
AFTERMATH
Characteristic newspaper publicity pursued me now wherever I hap-
pened to go. Concerning that relentless persecution all I have to say at the
moment I will try to set down clearly as three simple corollaries drawn
from my own experience at this time of my life. I was pursued and ex-
ploited by publicity, together with all those I loved and was trying to
respect, while I was making a desperate effort to re-establish a better life
for us all upon a fairer, firmer basis for all.
Corollary One: Since all publicity in the United States is privately
owned, any exploitation damaging or insulting to any individual in respect
to the three fundamentals before stated should be seen as demoralizing.
Corollary Two: No publicity exploiting these profoundly personal
matters should be marketed for profit, but such publicity should be limited
to the purview of the laws unless crime or perversion harmful to all three
interests be proved to exist. The burden of proof should be put upon the
exploiter and not upon the exploited.
Corollary Three: These three human interests are more sacred than
any property interests whatsoever.
How can any social structure deliberately intef ering with the three con-
clusions or neglecting these three corollaries, hope to endure free?
The passions have all contributed to the progress of life. Sacrifice began
as selfishness and even love began as lust. And still so begins. Legislation
can be no friend to moral growth except by the "Hands off!' or the 'Stand
back, please', that allows the individual in the purely private and deeply
personal concerns of his own life, to do or die on his own. I, tooy believe
that for any man to have found no lasting relationship in love in this brief
life is to suffer great waste. Flogging, ridicule nor censure are needed to
make such waste socially exemplar and effective.
Anyone not blinded by fear or eager to play the part of a wrathful
Jehovah may see this. But how the laws of our own government are con-
tinually used as weapons of blackmail or revenge because the government
stays in the sex-business as the government went into the liquor business
—by way of prohibition and punishment—all this is obvious enough.
Naturally7 laws will be abused where they interfere with life and try to
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